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21st March 2018 
 

Press Statement 
On the occasion of the Tenth Extraordinary Heads of State and Government 

21st March 2018 
Kigali Convention Centre 

Kigali, Rwanda 

 

The Agreement establishing the Africa Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) was signed on the 
21st March 2018.  This is a historic moment for Africa as many Head of States have said.  As the 
African Union – Economic Social and Cultural Council (AU - ECOSOCC) we welcome this political 
action by the 44 Heads of States that signed the Common Free Trade Area Agreement.  We also 
commend the 43 Countries that signed the Kigali Declaration and the 27 countries that signed 
the Protocol on Free Movement of People. 
 
We commit to playing our part, consistent with our mandate as an Advisory Organ of the African 
Union which among others is to; ‘promote participation of Civil Society in implementation of the 
policies and programmes of the African Union’. We recognize and welcome private sector players 
who have also committed to play a major role in the popularization process of the Agreement 
establishing the African Continental Free Trade Area.  We do welcome this gesture by the private 
sector in Africa and pledge to work closely with them in the popularization process. 
 
We wish to point out that while a lot of work needs to be done at the continental level among 
the leaders of Africa, we should also recognize the grassroots actions by citizens across Africa 
that continue to ‘integrate’ through different economic actions and activities.  In sectors like; 
music – there is extensive cooperation among musicians across Africa – today Nollywood movies 
are an African phenomena, the diversity and exchange of African music across Africa is quite 
commendable.  The trading in food, through cultural restaurants – like Ethiopian restaurants in 
several cities in Africa are clearly actions that indicate the African citizens may be moving faster 
than their leaders.  Market women in border communities continue to trade across border, albeit 
with a lot of challenges.  Young people across Africa are coming together to collaborate in 
technology innovation and many other businesses.   
 
Clearly this is a moment of Africa trading with Africa and African Citizens connecting with each 
other.  But these citizen’s actions also mean that African leaders no longer have the luxury to 
procrastinate.  They need to quickly move to make conditions conducive for Africans to trade 
together, to settle where they feel comfortable and to move freely across borders.  Indeed the 
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AfCFTA will help to curb the illegal and dangerous migrations out of Africa as young people risk 
their lives across seas in pursuit of greener pastures.  With AfCFTA, Africa will be become the 
‘green pasture’. 
    
Africa has therefore reached a point of no return.  We can only go forward, because the African 
citizen is moving ahead and an enabling environment to trade, to move around the continent 
needs to happen now.  The African Passport needs to be issued immediately so that Africa can 
have a unified identity that defines all of us.  We shall continue to advocate for the issuance of 
the African Passport since it is a precondition in facilitating free movement of persons. 
 
As we leave Kigali, we will activate all our ECOSOCC national chapters to start popularizing the 
AfCFTA agreement in all countries and regions across Africa.  We shall also work towards 
developing stronger private sector collaboration in the popularization AfCFTA agenda.  We all 
need to ensure that AfCFTA does not only benefit private companies but benefits people in Africa. 
AfCFTA must put ‘people before profits’. While companies need to make money – each coin made 
through a better trading environment should help to build companies that are people-centered. 
 
We therefore leave Rwanda energized by the actions of leaders across Africa, motivated by the 
local example of Rwanda as a country in its two decades of rapid transformation but also 
enthused by the ongoing actions of grassroots citizens who take everyday actions to bring Africa 
together. 
 
ECOSOCC therefore stands ready to play its part through popularizing the AfCFTA Agreement, 
advocating for 100% ratification of the Agreement and campaigning for a stronger role of citizens 
and private sector in building the necessary capacities to ensure that Africa works for all Africans. 
We congratulate all the leaders of Africa and look forward to a brighter future for every citizen 
of Africa  
 
 
Richard Ssewakiryanga  
r.ssewakiryanga@auecosocc.org  
Presiding Officer  
ECOSOCC 
Kigali, Rwanda 
March 2018   
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